Nuclear morphometric analysis in tissue as an objective tool with potential use to improve melanoma staging.
Alterations in nuclear size and shape are commonly observed in cancers, and its objective evaluation may provide valuable clinical information about the outcome of the disease. Here, we applied the nuclear morphometric analysis in tissues in hematoxylin and eosin-digitized slides of nevi and melanoma, to objectively contribute to the prognostic evaluation of these tumors. To this, we analyzed the nuclear morphometry of 34 melanomas classified according to the TNM stage. Eight cases of melanocytic nevi were used as non-neoplastic tissues to set the non-neoplastic parameters of nuclear morphology. Our samples were set as G1 (control, nevi), G2 (T1T2N0M0), G3 (T3T4N0M0), G4 (T1T2N1M1), and G5 (T3T4N1M1). Image-Pro Plus 6.0 software was used to acquire measurements related to nuclear size (variable: Area) and shape (variables: Aspect, AreaBox, Roundness, and RadiusRatio, which were used to generate the Nuclear Irregularity Index). From these primary variables, a set of secondary variables were generated. All the seven primary and secondary variables related to the nuclear area were different among groups (Pillai's trace P<0.001), whereas Nuclear Irregularity Index, which is the variable related to nuclear shape, did not differ among groups. The secondary variable 'Average Area of Large Nuclei' was able to differ all pairwise comparisons, including thin nonmetastatic from thin metastatic tumors. In conclusion, the objective quantification of nuclear area in hematoxylin and eosin slides may provide objective information about the risk stratification of these tumors and has the potential to be used as an additional method in clinical decision making.